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Project 
Background
Dr. Vineet Choudhry of NorthStar Surgery in Austin, Texas, is a nationally 
recognized expert and a board certified in General Surgery from the American 
Board of Surgery and is a Fellow of the American College of Surgeons (F.A.C.S).

Though Dr. Choudhry established NorthStar Surgery as a solo practice, the goal 
will be to eventually add other surgery specialists with the common mission of 
advancing the practice of surgery. Dr. Choudhry came to SOLLOH with a wish list 
of marketing activities to turn his vision into a reality. 
It was evident NorthStar Surgery & SOLLOH shared the same ideologies for entrepreneurship and 
empowerment. With a strong sense of identity and true vision set by its founder, NorthStar Surgery 
had immense opportunities for growth. 



Key Facts & Objectives
Dr. Choudhry founded 
NorthStar Surgery in 2008. 
The practice serves most of 
the Austin metro and 
surrounding area hospitals.
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Establish Dr. Choudhry as a key thought leader 
in technology, research, and education to his 
colleagues, while driving and maintaining 
meaningful patient relationships and engagement.

NSS offers a wide spectrum of 
surgical expertise. This 
includes general procedures, 
colorectal, minimally invasive, 
breast, endoscopic, etc.

Increase the number of new patients 
Grow physician-to-physician referrals 
Boost patient-to-patient referrals
Create a trusted brand in the Austin community 

Grow the volume of high business impact procedures 
Increase targeted organic traffic on Google
Improve positions of primary keywords and phrases
Reduce bounce rate while increasing visitor engagement

Focused on leading-edge 
surgical care, NSS is on the 
frontier of surgical technology, 
research, and continuing 
medical education.



NorthStar Surgery
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SOLUTION In order to build long-term branding impact, SOLLOH 
composed a comprehensive campaign with a strategic 
laying approach that was designed to attract and gain 
the admiration of both patients and physicians.



Relationships. Referrals. Revenue.

Facebook

Specialty Sites

SEO

LinkedIn

Brand Awareness

Growth Partnerships

Patient-to-Patient Referrals Physician-to-Physician Referrals
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Facebook

YouTube

LinkedIn

Specialty Sites

SEO: NSS

SEO: Breast

SEO: Hernia

Brand Awarness

Growth Partnership

Videography

The Marketing Plan

Patient Outreach Physician Outreach Both



Facebook

increase in 
engagement when 

graphics are utilized to 
communicate 
messages.

45%
Our Genius-Team 777 
consistent content 
strategy built new 
audiences.

We engaged our audience 
with our Creative Custom 
Content campaigns.

We targeted & created 
conversations with relevant 
communities to drive true 
business results. 



Specialty Sites
Hernia 
procedures

Breast 
procedures
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3 Gallbladder 
procedures

Robotic surgery4Although NSS offers a wide range of procedures 
and specialties, we focused on the top four 
procedures that would drive the highest business 
impact. After identifying, we then built specialty 
sites that highlighted one specific procedure type, 
and produced qualified traffic to the specialty sites. 

Convert qualified 
traffic to leads



Full SEO strategy 
consisted of reports that 
were categorized into 

three phases in 
campaign development

Our pre-campaign started with the 
initial reports guided us to set our 
winning strategy: Keyword 
Research, Competition Analysis 
Report, Website Audit Reports 

The Genius-Team monthly reports 
fueled ongoing optimizations: 
Keyword Ranking Report, 
Competition Ranking Report and 
Link-Building Report

Our post-campaign reports utilized 
Google Analytics to determine the 
true behaviors and conversions of 
site visitors 

SEO



Over the course of a 9-month progress review, these 
were the results of our SEO activities and the growth 
compared to the 9-month period prior to our campaign

Home Site: NorthStar Surgery 

Total Traffic +123%

Organic Traffic +185%

Referral Traffic +35%

Mobile Traffic +288%

Social Media Traffic +121%

Site Analytics Growth

Over the course of a 1-month progress review, these 
were the immediate growth in key phrase ranking 

Specialty Site: Breast Procedures 
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Breast Doctor Austin

Breast Lump Austin

Breast lumpectomy 
Austin

Cryoablation Austin

Breast Treatment 
Austin

Not in top 50

Not in top 100

Not in top 50

Not in top 100

Not in top 100
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Key Phrase Baseline 30-Day

SEO
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LinkedIn 
KEY 
THOUGHT 
LEADER
If we were going to unleash 
Dr. Choudhry’s personal 
brand to the medical 
community, our content 
strategy had to be 
consistent, valuable, and 
authentic. So we applied a 
few simple rules in our 
messaging strategy.

80/20 Rule
80% content that 
informs and inspires; 
20% content that is 
promotional
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Our Genius-Team 777 
consistent content strategy 
builds new audiences.

We targeted & created 
conversations with relevant 
communities to drive true 
business results. 



Brand Awareness

more effective at lead 
generation on LinkedIn 
than any other social 

media  platform

277%
Using LinkedIn 
platform, we 
connected with 4 
targeted segments

Sent out 
personalized email 
campaign

Call to action 
included: follow 
company page, 
visit site, read blog 
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Establish your professional brand

Find the right people

Engage with insights

Build relationships

Social Selling Index
LinkedIn reported Vineet Choudhry’s personal profile Social 
Selling Index a score of 83 out of 100. The Social Selling 
Index measures how effective and proficient your profile is at 
establishing your professional brand, finding the right people, 
engaging with insights, and building relationships.

83%
Out of 100

LinkedIn Results



Growth Partnership
Identified the top 4 
segments to build cordial 
referral stream

Built online connection 
and report

Took online connection 
offline to personalize 
relationship

Facilitated in person 
meeting with key decision 
maker

Turn your 
network into 
your net 
worth.



Results



Videography

More clicks are 
generated for video 

content than regular text 
content on search 

engines  

10x
Welcome message & 
staff testimonials 

Case study & patient 
testimonials for four 
key procedures

Comprehensive 
deployment and 
placement strategy for 
video content



Empowering Entrepreneurs


